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New Rules for Student Pilot Certificates Released by
FAA, Removing AME Authority to Issue
A new rule released on January 12, 2016 by the FAA changes the
way student pilots obtain a Student Pilot Certificate and separates the
medical examination portion from the actual certificate as it currently
exists. A student pilot will apply for a certificate in person from a local
FSDO, via a designated pilot examiner, or from a Certified Flight
Instructor in conjunction with a Part 141 flight school. The Transporta-
tion Security Administration (TSA) will vet the application, and the
student would then receive a plastic and theoretically tamper-proof
card that will be forwarded to the student by the Civil Aviation
Registry. There are no estimates as to how long the TSA will take to
complete this. This will take effect on April 1. There will be no fee
associated with this despite some earlier proposals to levy a $22 fee
and to require a photo for the certificate. Student pilots still will have
to visit an AME to acquire a separate medical certificate, but the AME
will not issue the Student Pilot Certificate.
"This is a move to tighten security, and we support measures to keep
the nation's airspace secure," said Clayton T. Cowl, MD, President of
CAMA. "This may complicate the process for student pilots, but since
they are working with an instructor in most cases anyway, it should
remain a fairly seamless process. The question will be how long it
takes the TSA to clear a pilot."
Student pilots who possess the current paper certificate may continue
to use it until it expires, according to the rule. A nominal $2 fee is
requested if the student pilot wishes to upgrade to a plastic certificate.
The FAA indicated that it will publish a Notice of Proposed Rule
Making (NPRM) that would require all plastic student certificates to be
resistant to tampering, alteration and counterfeiting, and to include a
photograph and “biometric information.”
NOTE:  CAMA provides a forum for
our members and contributors to
write about medical, legal, and
aviation/aerospace issues which are
or might be of interest or concern to
our readers.  Some of the viewpoints
may be controversial and do not
necessarily reflect, whole or in part,
the position of CAMA or its officers.
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Recently, I received word that my annual
Aviation Medical Examiner designation had
been updated and was now available for
review. Unlike in years past when a paper
document with a small perforated card was
received in the mail signifying that I was a valid
AME, all of this information was now available
to me electronically by simply logging on to the
Designee Management System (DMS). This
new platform developed by the FAA allows us
to have ready access to our AME certificate as
well as our annual performance audits by a
click of the mouse.
Why is this important? As the FAA
continues to spend resources and manpower
on upgrading its infrastructure, the AME will
have easier access to important data all in one
easy-to-access location on line. It also lays the
ground work for the possibility in the future for
AMEs to be able to transmit supporting data for
pilots with medical conditions that require
additional documentation via a secure portal --
much like what is being done for transmitting
the 12-lead electrocardiogram for pilots
requesting a Class I medical certificate.
Although some aviation medical
examiners yearn for the days when one could
“pencil whip” the paper Form 8500-8, advances
in development of MedXPress has made the
process of entering medical applications more
legible, systematic, and amenable to creation
of data sets that can be used for future
epidemiologic research purposes. In our
practice, the MedXPress platform has been a
major improvement in the quality and standard-
ization of the product we produce for the FAA.
So what is my wish list for future electronic
upgrades?
1) Remove the scanning "middleman"
Most AMEs who are seeing pilots with
complex medical conditions typically have
the medical documentation in hand and
would love nothing more than to be able to
create a scanned “pdf” version of that docu-
mentation and send it electronically directly
to the Aeromedical Certification Division. It
would save tremendous amounts of time and
resources. This includes time savings on
behalf of the AME office staff who have to
collate and create hardcopy documents that
are then sent on to Oklahoma City, or to the
respective Region or to FAA headquarters in
Washington, as well as thousands of dollars
of manpower, space and equipment
resources at the FAA to scan thousands of
documents and place them onto DIWS web.
With each handling of the record comes an
opportunity for someone to misplace
documents or insert items under the wrong
tab at which time the analyst or FAA
physician reviewer cannot retrieve the
necessary data from the airman’s file. This
results in a correspondence sent to the
airman and copied to the AME that seems to
insinuate that the AME or its staff is some-
how to blame for the information that is
unavailable. On several cases, our practice
has worked with personnel within the
Aeromedical Certification Division to
discover that information was scanned and
placed under an incorrect tab. Allowing the
AME to select the correct tab and direct the
information into the appropriate area would
be an amazing improvement to streamline
the  process and speed adjudication of
medical   applications.
2) Allow AMEs to adjust the coding of AME-
assisted Special Issuance
Authorizations
On multiple occasions, I have encountered
situations in which an airman qualified for
an AME-Assisted Special Issuance
authorization (AASI), but the last
Message from the President
FAA Electronic Upgrades
Clayton T. Cowl, MD, MS
CAMA President
correspondence from the FAA to the pilot
was incorrectly coded as a standard Special
Issuance case. Having the ability to manually
change the coding – either after having
checked in with an FAA representative or
simply indicating as such on the narrative
portion of the Form 8500-8 (Box #60), would
take trust on behalf of the FAA but would
save multiple phone calls and time.
3) Develop a list of pilots seen by me as an
AME over the prior year
Having the ability to be able to review a list of
pilots’ exams and check the number of
issuances, deferrals or denials would allow
for sending invitations to pilots for return
visits, and to keep track of cases that
required deferral. If the FMCSA can produce
the list of professional drivers of commercial
motor vehicles evaluated by each individual
Medical Examiner each time the provider
logs into the National Registry of Certified
Medical Examiners (NRCME), then there
must be a way for the FAA to produce a simi-
lar list for its AMEs.
4) Create “real time” status reports on
processing applications
In today's world, we can order a pizza on line
and know when it is in the oven by looking at
our electronic order. Why can’t we work
together with the FAA to create a scannable
system that would allow us to know, within
reasonable estimate, where exactly a pilot’s
exists in the process of making a final aero-
medical determination? Identifying specific
milestones such as when the exam was
pulled into the AME’s queue, when a case
was received at the FAA in Oklahoma City,
when a case was scanned into DIWS web
and when a decision letter was mailed would
save thousands of hours and telephone calls
by pilots, AMEs, and operators at the AMCD
-- not to mention savings significant frustra-
tion across the board.
The FAA Aeromedical Certification Division is
making tremendous progress towards a fully
electronic future. Let’s continue to encourage our
colleagues at the FAA that investments in
technology infrastructure will make the process
of medical certification more tenable for pilots
and help to sustain a dwindling and gradually
dying AME workforce.
Clayton T. Cowl, MD, MS
President, CAMA
Clayton T. Cowl, MD, MS is the current CAMA President
and serves as the Chairman of the Division of Preventive,
Occupational & Aerospace Medicine at Mayo Clinic in
Rochester, Minnesota. He is an FAA Senior Aviation
Medical Examiner and commercially-rated pilot.
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Steven Arthur Schwendeman, MD, an AME and an FAA physician reviewer in Oklahoma City,
passed away on February 19, 2016.  Dr. Schwendeman specialized in Occupational
Medicine, Preventive Medicine, and Aerospace Medicine.  He will be missed by his family,
friends and colleagues.
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The CAMA Board held
its winter meeting at
the Atlanta Airport
Marriott Gateway
Hotel on February 6, 2016.  A
number of issues were discussed,
including the educational program
for the 2016 CAMA Annual
Scientific Meeting at the Mayo
Clinic September 8-10, CAMA
Sunday, the CAMA Luncheon,
and how CAMA might be able to
use social media to help keep
CAMA members and other inter-
ested  individuals better informed
of our activities in a timely
manner.
It was decided that CAMA will
have a Facebook page onto which
the latest news and information
will be posted. The Facebook
page is now set up under the
name Civil Aviation Medical
Association.  Search for our page
by using the full name, please.
Since there are various references
to our organization on the pages
of other individuals and
organizations, be sure to look for
the blue world-shaped CAMA logo
to know you are on the true CAMA
Facebook page.  Please “like” the
CAMA page so that it will come up
in your Facebook feed when new
information is posted.  You are
invited to post messages and
questions to the page, and we will
monitor it closely to get the




See Page 5 of this edition of “The
Flight Physician” for room
numbers and other pertinent
information regarding CAMA
Sunday, April 24, 2016, and the
CAMA Luncheon, April 25, 2016.
A total of 4.5 Prescribed credit(s)
have been approved for these
events by the AAFP.  The flyer on
Page 4 shows the room numbers
and CME available for each event.
We hope that anyone attending
the AsMA meeting will consider
attending one or both of these
CAMA events. Tickets for the
CAMA Luncheon are available for
purchase from AsMA prior to the
event.  There are no ticket sales at
the door.
As President of the Airlines
Medical Directors Association
(AMDA), I invite all CAMA
members and their guests and
other interested AsMA members
to attend the AMDA Annual
Meeting on Saturday, April 23,
2016, 8 AM to 5 PM, in Room
Avalon 12/13/14, Second Floor,
Harrah’s Waterfront Convention
Center, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
The theme of the educational
portions of this year’s meeting is
“Moving Forward Post German-
Wings / Well-being for Flight
Crews.” There is no charge to
attend the meeting.
We have upgraded to a new credit
card system that will allow us to
take credit cards in person to pay
for CAMA dues, meeting
registrations, books, etc.  Drop by
the CAMA desk during the AsMA
meeting and join our organization
or pay your 2016 renewal dues.
Remember that CAMA members
receive discounted annual
scientific meeting registration fees.
This year’s meeting at Mayo Clinic
in Rochester, MN, will be a very
popular event.
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Message from CAMA Executive Vice President
David P. Millett, MD, MPH:
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Introduction to Survey on Mental Health & Flying
Dear Potential Participant,
I am writing to solicit your assistance in a survey. At last year's
annual meeting of the Aerospace Medical Association, I was
looking for a project idea for my Master in Public Health and
met Dr. Kevin Herbert, the President of the European Society
of Aerospace Medicine (ESAM). That conversation began a
journey which led me to develop this survey, targeting individuals that see pilots for treatment or
evaluation, and/or are involved in their aeromedical certification when it comes to a mental health
or substance abuse diagnosis. I learned that each country in the EU has their own respective
regulatory methods for aeromedical certification, and wished to take a closer look at this on the
similarities and differences when it comes to my area of interest, psychiatric conditions.
The purpose of my study is to compare and contrast how aviation medical authorities in various
countries evaluate, process, and adjudicate medical certificates for pilots with mental health or
substance abuse issues. My objectives for this study are to gather preliminary data on those
involved in pilots' mental health. This includes gathering demographic data on the experience/
credentials of participants, some of their practice and process characteristics, as well as their
views on strengths and weaknesses of their respective systems.
The survey serves as my data collection. I put great care into making it anonymous and as short
as possible (no more than 5-7 minutes on average). You can imagine why: Not only because of
political sensitivities in the wake of the Germanwings crash, put also the stigma of mental health.
Last but not least, I need to maximize the response rate so made it as user-friendly as possible
(i.e. online submission, with the only required question being country).
I am attempting to keep a narrow focus on this, at least initially, both to complete it by this
summer (at least initial data collection with preliminary results) as well as use the results to
provide a consultative report to ESAM as requested. To keep that narrow focus, I will compare the
US with a limited number of European countries. I am casting a wide net, though, to capture
additional responders all over the globe by listing more countries and providing translated version
of it (French, German, and Russian). By the way, if you are fluent in any of these languages, and
notice errors in translation, I would appreciate your feedback so I can make corrections.
Again, this survey is targeted to anyone (clinician and non-clinician alike) that sees pilots for any
mental health or substance abuse issue, or is otherwise involved in their cases. It could be a com-
munity physician, a nurse, a psychiatrist or therapist. It could be an airline employee who assists
in monitoring their pilots for their sobriety plan.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Also included is my IRB consent




Daniel Danczyk MD, is
a fellow in  aerospace
medicine at Mayo
Clinic.  He is also a
flight surgeon in the
Air National Guard
and completed his
psychiatry residency and boards in 2013.
If there is a particular subject you wish
for Dr. Danczyk to address, please notify
the CAMA Home Office by email or by
telephone.
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Mayo Clinic:  Office for Human Research Protection
You are requested to take the following voluntary Mental Health and Flying Survey.  To activate the
link, you may need to hold down the “Control” button as you click the link below.  Please read the
Consent Script   below the links before taking the survey.
Mental Health and Flying Survey
https://src.co1.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_0xLGAkp4CAtv36d
Consent Script
Protocol Title: Airline transport pilots and mental health: A Comparison of the medical
certification process between the U.S. and various European countries.
IRB #: 15-008911
Principal Investigator: Lawrence Steinkraus, MD
You are being asked to participate in a research study about pilots and their mental health. The
purpose of this research is to study how mental health medical certification is processed for pilots in
their respective country. You are being invited to participate because you are involved in some
aspect of their aeromedical-mental health certification.
If you agree to participate you will be asked to complete an online anonymous survey questionnaire.
This will take no more than 10-15 minutes of your time. No information will be recorded about you
other than your country of origin. Confidentiality will be maintained by NOT being able to trace back
your responses to you. In other words, your survey response will be assigned a random number for
tracking/statistical purposes but cannot be traced back to you. You will receive no payment for your
participation.
There are no known risks to you from taking part in this research study. You may refuse to answer
any question(s) that you do not wish to answer.
The benefits which may reasonably be expected to result from this research study are to improve the
process for mental health medical certification of pilots in your country.
Please understand your participation is voluntary and you have the right to withdraw your consent or
discontinue participation at any time without penalty. Your submission of the survey questionnaire
signifies your consent to participate. Moreover, your current or future medical care at the Mayo Clinic
will not be jeopardized if you choose not to participate.
If you have any questions about this research study you can contact my co-investigator, Dr. Daniel
Danczyk, at danczyk.daniel@mayo.edu. If you have any concerns, complaints, or general questions
about research or your rights as a participant, please contact the Mayo Institutional Review Board
(IRB) to speak to someone independent of the research team at 507-266-4000 or toll free at
866-273-4681.
The links are repeated below for your convenience—You may need to hold the “Control” button as
you click the link if the link does not activate with a simple click.




Warren S. Silberman, DO, MPH
President-Elect, CAMA
New Student Pilot Application
Requirements!
Hello from Oklahoma City!  This information
may be old news for those of you who read the
CAMA Website, but I feel it is important
enough to let you know what is about to
happen.  I am also sure the FAA Medical
Certification folks will also publish this notice
on the DIWS email section, but I don’t want all
of you AMEs to get blindsided.
Beginning April 1st, 2016 (and this isn’t any
April Fools joke) all us AMEs will not be able to
issue the combination Medical & Student Pilot
certificates!  This was a congressional thing.  It
comes from section 4012 of the Intelligence
Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act. It is
supposed to facilitate vetting by the
Transportation Security Administration for
student pilot applicants.  Recall back a good
many years ago, the FAA initiated the
requirement for AMEs to transmit all new
student pilot medical applications by the 7th day
after completion versus the 14 days we are
normally allowed. This rule is likely a
progression of that.
You will perform the examination like you have
always, and the student will have to go to the
local Flight Standards District Office (FSDO)
with their medical certificate in hand and will be
issued the student pilot certificate by the
FSDO.  They also apparently will be able to get
the student pilot certificate from a designated
pilot examiner, airman certification
representative associated with a flight school,
or a certified flight instructor.  This will also cost
the student pilot some extra money!
All student pilot certificates issued prior to the
effective date of this new rule will expire
according to their terms unless replaced by
another pilot certificate.  These new student
pilot certificates will supposedly have no
expiration date.
So look out for the eventual rest of the story
from the Aerospace Medical Certification
staff.  (AME Questions continued on next
page)
NOTE: Please submit any AME-related questions you
wish answered to civilavmed@aol.com for Dr.
Silberman.  Please indicate in your emailed question
your city and state or city and country, and state
whether or not you wish to have your real name used in
the column. Dr. Silberman will answer your question in
his column and may also contact you directly via email
to provide a timely personal answer.
AME Question Column
A FREE OFFER FOR PHYSICIANS
Request a free Compliance Recorder base station
today! A base station will allow you to access
compliance data from patients wearing a
SomnoDent® with Compliance Recorder.
*Offer only for Physicians. Subject to approval.
Complete the request form at
somnomed.com/CRtoolkit
The first and only oral device
with compliance features
similar to CPAP.
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SOMNODENT WITH CR
EKG reminder: Those of you who perform First-class electrocardiograms should remind the
staff who are doing the graphs for you to have the airmen remove watches, cell phones, large neck
chains/necklaces. They can cause artifacts to occur on the graphs.  Below are two EKGs submitted
by Dr. Al Parmet demonstrating what can happen when the patient has a cell phone in his or her
pocket.  Graph 1 shows the artifacts caused by cell phone interference, and Graph 2 shows the
normal EKG after the phone was removed from the patient’s pocket.  The patient was a 35 year old
male on no medications.
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Dr. Richard S. Roth
(Rick) is board-
certified in infectious
disease and has been
in private practice as




He is also the Program Director of the
Infectious Disease Training Program at
Memorial Health University Medical
Center as a Clinical Professor in the
Department of Internal Medicine with
the Mercer University School of
Medicine.  Rick is an active airman
besides being a Senior AME and holds
an ATP pilot license and a Lear 60 type
rating, and regularly flies his own
Beechcraft A36 Bonanza throughout
the Southeast.  His total flight hours
have now exceeded 4000 plus during
his business and recreational efforts,
but he finds his work with canine
rescue flights the most rewarding
component. He completed his
infectious disease fellowship in
Boston, Massachusetts, within the
Harvard Medical School combined
infectious disease programs. Rick
regularly lectures on various ID topics
to the aviation and medical community
at large. He has multiple publications
and was honored as the Teaching
Attending of the Year for the 2012 –
2013 academic year by the Internal
Medicine Residency Program at
Memorial Health University Medical
Center.  Rick is honored to be a
member of the CAMA Board this year
and looks forward to being a regular
contributor to the Flight Physician.
The Zika Virus
It didn’t take long into the 2016
calendar year for a new
infectious pathogen to become
a leading story for the national
news media. The National
Institute of Health Director
Anthony Fauci  has certainly
had his hands full dealing with
emerging infections over the
past five years compared to
when he originally took the role
in 1984 were his role and the
news was dominated by the
HIV and AIDS.
In this month’s CAMA
infectious disease section, I will
focus on Zika virus to inform
our members about this
emerging crisis; yet the reader
must be aware that this is a
moving target at the  present
time and the database
regarding the epidemiology the
transmission and even the
human pathogenesis of this
organism is still being defined.
One thing that we have learned
is that this virus cannot be
spread from person-to-person
by casual contact although we
have quickly seen that sexual
transmission can occur from
recently infected individuals
and potentially can occur as
long as 30 days after an
individual has recovered from
the acute phase of this usually






uals and pass it
on to someone else. This virus
is in the group of Flavi-viruses
which include Dengue and
Chikungunya. The databases
on those viruses are better
known and fortunately their
impact is self-limiting in both
the pediatric and adult
populations. Importantly, it ap-
pears these viruses can be
vaccine preventable, and we
hope that a robust




occur with the Zika
virus quickly as well.
In the meantime, we
do know that fear
spreads much quicker than
contagion, but there’s an over-
lap of a political environment
and the harsh realities of
science regarding the status of
Zika in its current epicenter,
specifically Brazil. International
politics and virology make for
an unhealthy mix, in my humble
opinion.
As Brazil approaches its Sum-
mer Olympics, any  negative
data in regard to restrictions on
travel might  bias  timely  and
trustworthy epidemiologic
statistics. With that said, even
the World Health Organization
has been hesitant to blame the
20 times higher case burden of
microcephaly as a direct result
of  Zika virus infection in
pregnant mothers in their first
or second trimester. We do
know that microcephaly has
become a public health
emergency in  Brazil, where the
incidence was 20 times higher
in 2015 that in previous years,
where nearly 100 cases per
100,000 live births had micro-
cephaly and included 76 infant
deaths as of January 2016. Nu-
merous    prenatal causes may
result in microcephaly, but the
significant rise of microcephaly
reports has occurred in a
synchronous fashion with the
geographically overlapped are-
as of increased reporting of
Zika. Nonetheless, as evidence
mounts that this mosquito
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borne illness is linked to this
unfortunate and devastating
birth defect, the World Health
Organization is strongly
recommending that pregnant
women consider delaying travel
to any area with this virus has
been  detected. Even the travel
industry has responded by
allowing people to reschedule
their flights some are even
offering full refunds.
As of last week,  the respected
Lancet Infectious Disease
Journal published evidence that
this virus can cross the
placental  barrier and impact
the fetus. Also it has now been
identified in saliva, breastmilk
and urine of mothers and  fluids
of newborn babies after birth.
The mothers early in their
pregnancies develop mild
symptoms such as fever,
myalgia and rash, and ultra-
sound data at 22 weeks of
gestation already showed signs
of microcephaly in each of
these fetuses evaluated during
the study. Brazilian health
authorities  allowed researchers
to perform amniocentesis on
these patients, and genetic
testing revealed the virus   in-
fection in the amniotic  fluid of
women with the micro-
encephalitic fetuses. Although
the data is quite strong,
researchers and the World
Health Organization are still
calling this a “casual relation”
rather than definitive cause of
microcephaly in these babies.
Case-control studies of seek a
virus infection during pregnancy
will still be needed to definitive-
ly attribute this virus as a
certain cause of this dramatic
fetal outcome.
Currently,  the  scientific
community and the medical
community alike have to make
recommendations to the
concerned public  regarding
what to do about this emerging
threat. With still a lot of
unknowns, we do know that
four in five people who contract
the virus don’t even experience
symptoms, and those who do,
have symptoms only have a
mild illness such as a low-grade
fever joint pain rash and even
conjunctivitis. These symptoms
typically last for 2 to 7 days. In
the normal host, whether
pregnant or not, there is almost
never any sequela long-term
after this self-limiting illness
resolves. One concern is the
increased rate of Guillain-Barré
Syndrome as a post infectious
autoimmune phenomenon,
which may occur at a higher
rate in Zika infections for
unknown reasons. Two deaths
have already been reported in
Brazil from post infectious
Guillain-Barré Syndrome that
occurred in adults after Zika
infection.
Most authorities at this point in
time, without Brazilian govern-
ment bias or International
Olympic  Committee interests,
would recommend that any
woman pregnant or even trying
to get pregnant should avoid
traveling to these places where
the virus is actively spreading.
The CDC has currently put out
travel notices for close to 24
countries which include as of
this writing besides Brazil, Ja-
maica, St. Maarten,  Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica, Panama,
Honduras, Colombia, Ecuador,
and Bolivia.
If one decides to travel to these
epicenters, most health experts
would recommend certain
precautions to avoid mosquito
bites, such as using high
concentrated mosquito sprays
with DEET product,  avoiding
the hours of dusk and dawn
which is the highlighted time
window for mosquito activity,
wearing light colored clothing
that covers most of the body,
and sleeping with mosquito
netting.
In regard to interventions such
as vaccine and antivirals, it is
unfortunate to state that, as of
this writing, we just don’t have
any effective therapy or a
readily available vaccine. Here
in  Georgia, the  Emory Institute
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For Drug Development and the
Drug Innovation Ventures  have
launched a  significant effort to
develop antivirals to treat this
infection. This effort is utilizing
the already existing databases
regarding Flavi-viruses such as
dengue and hepatitis C in
developing agents and
vaccines that may be effective.
The time window, however, for
such to bring a vaccine or
antiviral to market still was
likely three years out at best.
This outbreak has highlighted
how a very mobile global
society, where aviation
provides international travel as
a prominent vector of sorts in
regard to potentially spreading
disease, has been with us since
the concern about SARS in
2003.  Back then, 8000 people
worldwide contracted SARS
which  included 774 deaths
according to WHO data. SARS
was first   identified in Asia, but
within a year spread quickly,
mostly through air travel, to
more than two dozen countries
over the world. We should
expect the same international
spread of Zika, and as of this
writing, there have been 52
cases already identified in the
USA.  But in  contrast to SARS,
which could be contracted
through airborne person-to-
person contact, many health
experts don’t expect an
outbreak of Zika in the US to be
as significant in areas where
the mosquito containment
programs are not as effective
and prevalent as those with
which we are blessed.
As I conclude this column,
Infectious Disease experts
across the country are
analyzing day-to-day status
reports of what we know about
this virus. All of us would err on
the side of conservatism in
regard to travel recommenda-
tions to our patients and family
members.
One of my colleagues at Wake
Forest Baptist Medical Center
has been quoted that, if some-
one is pregnant or just really
trying hard to get pregnant,
then  now is not the time to be
going to South America Central
America or the Caribbean.
Christopher Ohl in closing said
that if he had a give a
recommendation he’d probably
go have a nice vacation in
France or Italy for now!
By the next issue of the Flight
Physician we will likely have a
better understanding of the im-
pact of this emerging infection
but for now I might be booking




The Addiction Treatment Program for Pilots at Talbott Recovery Campus addresses
not only the medical, psychological and social aspects of the disease of chemical
dependence but also the most efficient pathway for the pilot’s return to work. The
program is directed by senior clinicians who thoroughly   understand the disease of
addiction and the needs of the pilot, the company, and the FAA.
Talbott Recovery Campus
5448 Yorktowne Drive
Contact Us to Schedule an Assessment:
(800) 445-4232
www.talbottrecovery.com
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Airman Certification
The Fine Line
Over 15 years ago, I wrote
my first article for CAMA’s
FlightPhysician. I wrote it
shortly after I entered private
practice, after 12 ½ years with
the FAA during which time I
was given the opportunity to
meet and get to know many of
the CAMA members.  As an
FAA lawyer, I would travel to
the meetings and lecture on
behalf of the FAA, most
specifically to the Aviation Med-
ical Examiners in attendance
and their responsibilities in
medical certificate applications
submitted by airmen.
I remained a CAMA member
for all these years in private
practice, and I’ve been able to
work with many of you over the
years to help airmen success-
fully navigate the FAA’s medi-
cal certification process.  I was
able to attend CAMA’s Annual
Scientific Meeting in Fort Worth
last Fall, after many years of
not being able to do so – wow,
what a great meeting it was
and what high quality
information was shared! I
noticed that many of the legal
issues that I lectured about as
an FAA attorney and wrote
about as I entered private
practice are still valid, and vivid,
concerns today for the doctors
involved in aviation medicine.
For the FAA, the Aviation
Medical Examiner is the front
line manager to gathering the
initial set of necessary medical
information from the airman
and providing that information
in a timely way to the FAA for a
final determination of medical
qualifications.  Kudos to all of
you who do that so well every
day.
So, what are we seeing from
the private practice perspective
as it relates to the FAA’s
medical certification process?
Pretty much the same thing
that we’ve been seeing for
years.  We’re not sure if that’s
good or bad, but we’ll continue
to watch it.  And, I hope to be
able to continue to write about
it.
One aspect of the medical
certification process that
remains tried and true is the
airman’s ability to answer the
questions on the medical
application form completely and
truthfully to the best of the
airman’s knowledge at the time
that the answer is given.  Most
often, the question that trips up
applicants is the question in
18v that asks about arrests and
convictions for DUI, suspension
or revocation of driving
privileges, and attendance at
rehabilitation and educational
programs.  But, we also
regularly see problems in
answering the questions about
the  current use of medication,
visits to health professionals,
admission to a hospital, and
“other illness, disability, or
surgery”.  Without getting into a
debate about whether the
question is the problem or the
airman is the problem, the
bottom line is that the FAA
expects to receive certain
information in order to make
an appropriate medical certifi-
cation decision, the airman
expects the FAA to make an
appropriate and timely
Ms. Kathleen Yodice has been
representing aviation legal interests
for almost 30 years,  beginning her
career as an FAA prosecutor and
regulatory lawyer, before moving into
private practice defending air
carriers, commercial operators, repair
stations, pilots, and mechanics
against FAA enforcement actions and
assisting entities and individuals in
aviation compliance matters, medical
certification concerns, and aviation-
related business and transactional
issues.
Ms. Yodice received her law degree
from the University of Maryland
School of Law and a Bachelor of Arts
Degree from Frostburg State
University, where she concentrated
her studies on psychology and
mathematics. She is admitted to
practice in Maryland and the District
of Columbia, as well as the U.S.
Courts of Appeals and the U.S.
Supreme Court. She is an active
member of the Maryland and D.C. Bar
Associations, the Lawyer  Pilots Bar
Association, and the International Air
& Transportation Safety Bar
Association. Ms. Yodice is a Past
President of the Lawyer-Pilots Bar
Association and currently sits on
their Board, and she served on
AOPA’s Board of Aviation Medical
Advisors. She was appointed to, and
continues to serve on, the Editorial
Board for the ABA Forum on Air and
Space Law, and she is a former long-
time panel member in the Transporta-
tion Research Board’s Airport
Cooperative Research Program. She
is also an active member of many
aviation and legal organizations.
Ms. Yodice is an instrument rated
private pilot. She learned to fly in the
family’s 1946 Piper J-3 Cub, and she
co-owns a 1968 Piper Cherokee 180
with her brother.
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certification decision based on
appropriate  information  pro-
vided, and it seems that the
vehicle that we have in place
now sometimes unnecessarily
interferes with these objectives.
One fix, to start, would be to
overhaul the FAA’s medical
application form.  In my view,
sifting through what needs to
be reported and updating the
form’s language and format will
do a great deal toward getting
truthful, complete, and accurate
information from the men and
women filling out the form so
that an appropriate decision to
issue or deny a medical certifi-
cate can efficiently be made.
I don’t want airmen to be able
to deny giving up medical
information that the FAA needs
to make a proper decision; I
just want the FAA to ask for
that information in a way that
fairly allows the airman to
provide it completely and
correctly.
Why do I feel so strongly
about this?  Because the FAA
is often quick to view an
inaccurate answer on the
medical application form as the
applicant’s intentional falsifica-
tion of the form, instead of
allowing for the possibility of a
simple mistake that may have
occurred, in part, because of
the way the question is framed.
Often, the FAA’s immediate
response to an individual’s
intentional falsification is
revocation of all the individual’s
certificates – the ultimate
sanction for an airman.
Although the FAA’s regulations
provide for the suspension or
revocation of an airman’s certif-
icate if intentional falsification
has been committed, the FAA
frequently pursues revocation
on an emergency basis.  Mind
you, just because the FAA says
that an inaccurate answer is
intentional falsification doesn’t
make it so, but it is really hard
to change the FAA’s mind
about a case once it’s been
started.  Still, the FAA has to
prove that the individual
actually knew that he or she
was putting a wrong answer
down on the medical applica-
tion form.  Usually, the FAA has
a pretty easy job of doing so
because the system allows the
FAA to prove an individual’s
actual knowledge through
circumstantial evidence.  Even
though the burden of proof lies
with the FAA, the individual is
typically in the hot seat of trying
to prove a negative.  The FAA
says that the





ual says that his or her actual
knowledge of the situation
justified that the answer should
have been answered “no.”
As a lawyer, I’m faced with
advising the airman on what
the law has in store for them.
The law holds that for the FAA
to be successful in showing an
airman’s intentional falsifica-
tion, there are three facts
required: 1) an inaccurate
representation, 2) made with
knowledge of its falsity, 3) of a
material piece of information.
The FAA comes to the case
ready to prove all three facts.  If
we want to defend against the
FAA’s charges, we need to
establish that at least one of
these required facts is not
present in the case.
Alternatively, we need to show
that the violation does not
warrant the sanction being
pursued by the FAA.  These
Casa Palmera is a free standing residential treatment center that
provides 12-step, evidenced based treatment combined with an  integrated
traditional/holistic component to individuals and families needing treatment
for the disease of addiction, eating disorders, and trauma/mood disorders.
We offer a continuum of care that includes residential treatment, partial
hospitalization with and without boarding, intensive outpatient program and
continuing care. Our staff includes qualified professionals that include
physicians, registered nurses, licensed vocational nurses, mental health
workers, social workers, licensed master’s level clinicians, PhD and clinical psychologists, dietician and
nutritionist, recreational  therapist, acupuncture therapist, massage therapist, spiritual therapists, and
substance abuse counselors.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 858-481-4411 OR 888-481-4481
WWW.CASAPALMERA.COM
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are tough cases, and they are
expensive, and the applicant
rarely wins.
I certainly don’t condone an
individual’s decision to lie on a
form.  If there is a clear act of
intentional falsification that was
committed, then the sanction
probably should be swift and
severe.  The FAA can only
assure the medical qualifica-
tions of an individual if the
individual is honestly providing
the information that the FAA
needs to know.  The system
depends on the integrity of the
individuals filling out the forms.
But, I  maintain that the FAA
needs to be more open to the
consideration of the facts and
circumstances of each case
and take action appropriate to
those facts and circumstances
– it doesn’t always have to be
emergency revocation.  I think
that some FAA offices may see
it this way, but not all of them.
We’re starting to see the NTSB
view these cases with that
approach in mind.
For those of us advising
these applicants, as doctors
and lawyers, we are in a
position to help guard against a
mistake or an intentional
falsification of an answer on a
medical application form.  The
best defense is a good offense,
so we try to avoid the
misunderstanding at the outset.
I am constantly cautioning
airmen to read the application
carefully each time it is filled
out and to ask questions of
competent counsel if there is a
question that the airman is not
sure how to answer.  I try to
highlight the questions that
seem to get the most attention
for being answered incorrectly.
I let airman know that
answering the question and
getting through the medical
scrutiny is better than losing
hard earned certificates and
having to start over. I often
work with airmen to correct
applications that were previous-
ly submitted so that the FAA
does get all of the information it
needs to make an informed de-
cision as to the individual’s
medical qualifications. Let’s
help get the right information
out and keep safe airmen
flying.
SAVE THE DATE!  ANNUAL MEETING EARLY INFORMATION
By the next edition of “The Flight Physician” in May, 2016, we anticipate opening registration for the
CAMA 2016 Annual Scientific Meeting at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota.  The dates of the
meeting are September 8-10, 2016.  Please arrange your calendars to be available on these dates,
because this is an annual scientific meeting you will NOT want to miss!!  The theme of the meeting
will be “Anatomy of a Complex Medical Case.”
Both the Kahler Grand Hotel and the Rochester Marriott Hotel will be providing guest rooms and the
Marriott will provide breakfasts and lunches during our meeting.  Each is connected to the Mayo
Clinic, so it is only a matter of your preference.  Kahler Standard rooms will be $99.00 and Kahler
Executive King rooms will be $159.00.  Marriott Standard rooms will be $159.00.  CAMA will provide
breakfast and lunch all three days of the meeting, and there will be a field trip to Hormel Foods
Corporation, who are celebrating their 100th anniversary this year, on Thursday evening with a
catered dinner.  There will be a fabulous Honors Night Banquet on Friday evening at the Landow
Atrium at Mayo Clinic.
The registration fees will be the same as last year—$675.00 for members, $350.00 for guests, and
$825.00 for non-members.   Send in your 2016 membership renewal dues today!!  The membership
form is on Page 24 of this publication.  CME and FAA recertification credit will be available.  More
information in our next edition and posted soon on our Civil Aviation Medical Association Facebook
page!
Please go to our new Facebook page under Civil Aviation Medical Association and click “Like”
so that the page will show up on your feed when new information is posted regarding CAMA
activities and meetings.  CAMA wants to keep in touch with members and other interested
parties.  Of course, the page will be closely monitored for appropriate content, so please keep
comments and questions appropriate and “G Rated.”
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We all recall with horror the tragic news last year
about the young co-pilot who crashed a
Germanwings plane into a mountainside in the Swiss
Alps, killing all 150 people on board.  What many
don’t know, is that Andreas Lubitz, who had a history
of depression, had contacted dozens of doctors
ahead of the disaster, a French prosecutor has said.
Brice Robin, the lead prosecutor in the investigation
into the disaster, told The Associated Press in June
that Lubitz had also reached out to dozens of doctors
in the period before the crash, stating that some
doctors who treated Lubitz felt he was unfit to fly, but
did not tell his employers because of German patient
secrecy laws. He had in fact seen seven doctors
within the month before the March 24 crash,
including three appointments with a psychiatrist.
Robin stated that some of the doctors felt Lubitz was
psychologically unstable, and some felt he was unfit
to fly, but "unfortunately that information was not
reported because of medical secrecy requirements."
In Germany, doctors risk prison if they disclose
information about their patients to anyone unless
there is evidence they intend to commit a serious
crime or harm themselves.
Investigators say Lubitz intentionally crashed the jet
after locking the captain out of the cockpit during a
bathroom break. German prosecutors have said that
Lubitz spent time online in the week before the crash
researching suicide methods and cockpit door
security — the earliest evidence of a premeditated
act. Andreas Lubitz suffered severe depression and
may have feared losing his job before he steered the
Airbus A320 into the mountains on March 24,
German prosecutors have said. Despite that,
Germanwings and parent company Lufthansa have
said that Lubitz had passed all medical tests and was
cleared by doctors as fit to fly.
Experts told a European Union panel in July that all
airline pilots should undergo psychological testing,
and two crew members should be in the cockpit at all
times – recommendations made by a task force of
experts drawn from airlines, flight crews, doctors and
aviation authorities, and led by Europe's aviation
safety regulator, EASA. The agency also
By Ata Ulhaq, MD, FACEP, MPH, AME
recommended an international medical database
with the details of medical check-ups that determine
whether pilots are fit to fly.
The Federal Aviation Administration awarded Lubitz
a U.S. pilot license in 2010 despite concerns about
his mental fitness. Records posted online show he
applied in 2010 while he was employed by Lufthansa
and training at a flight school in Phoenix. As part of
the application, he initially submitted a medical form
to the FAA asserting he had no mental disorders. He
then resubmitted the form acknowledging he had
been treated for severe depression from 2008 to
2009.
Just last month California Senator Dianne Feinstein
requested an audit that would look at whether
security and hiring standards are stringent enough to
prevent a similar tragedy. The audit will examine
"what steps the FAA takes to evaluate the
psychological health of pilots, "according to the letter.
The letter sent to the FAA also referred to a 2014
incident in which a Jet Blue pilot ran through a
plane's cabin yelling about Jesus and the terror
group al Qaeda before he was restrained by
passengers.
As Senator Feinstein’s letter relates the story of the
Jet Blue pilot from 2014, we can see that this could
just as easily have happened in the US to an
American pilot, or a worker from any number of other
career fields. Especially susceptible to depression
are those with jobs that require long hours or shift
work, which come with irregular sleep schedules.
These can be problematic for people with
depression. Also, people in some occupations, such
as lawyers, judges, or police officers, are exposed to
the worst of human behavior. These negative
experiences can alter your perspective of the world
and be difficult for people prone to depression.
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
estimates that 10 percent of Americans suffer from
depression, and substance abuse is common among
people who are battling depressive disorder. Alcohol,
being a central nervous system depressant, tends to
Occupational Depression Screening
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trigger depression symptoms like lethargy, sadness
and hopelessness. In an eventually devastating
catch-22, many depressed individuals reach for
drugs or alcohol as a way to lift their spirits or numb
painful thoughts, and as a result, depression and
substance abuse feed into each other. Unfortunately,
depression is all too often the gateway to drug and
alcohol abuse as individuals continue in a vain
attempt to self-medicate.
The concept of the “high functioning alcoholic”
addresses those people who lead successful lives
outwardly, but suffer in silence with unresolved
emotional issues connected to their use of alcohol or
drugs. We don’t think of such people as substance
abusers because the appearance of their success
enables them to hide it. Though these high
functioning alcoholics may not drink or use every
day, they do become psychologically dependent on
the substances they abuse, leading to devastating
consequences.
I would propose in addition to Senator Feinstein’s
requests, even further stringent measures be taken,
such as the completion of a Beck’s Depression
Inventory – a 21-question multiple choice self-report
inventory – one of the most widely used
psychometric tests for measuring the severity of
depression.  I have also developed a tool specifically
designed to work in combination with the Beck’s
Depression Inventory, the Family and Personal
Development History scale, to further assess the
psychosocial well-being of the individual and detect
depression and monitor/treat it before tragedy
occurs. The Family and Personal Development
History Scale examines 5 spheres of the individual’s
personal life, which will isolate “loners” with
depression who are at very high risk of breaking
down psychologically, and those in need of further






In closing, I would ask the question: Do we really
have a better means of screening individuals to
prevent such tragedies from occurring in the future?
The burden of responsibility falls on the AME to do
the best possible screening we can. I believe with the
above screening tools, we do have the means, and
we can help individuals suffering from depression
and prevent such tragedies from occurring in the
future.
Editor’s Note:  Dr. Ulhaq’s Family and Personal
Development History Scale is on Pages 18-21.  The
Beck’s Depression Inventory is a standard screening
tool readily available to AMEs as a pdf form on the
Internet. Dr. Ulhaq offers his worksheet as a possible
tool for other AMEs, and not as a required work-
sheet.
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The Family and Personal Development History Scale
PARENTS/SIBLINGS




2. How was your relationship with your siblings while growing up? ___Good 0
___Fair 1
___Poor 2
3. How would you describe your relationship(s) now? ___Good 0
___Fair 1
___Poor 2
4. How frequently does your family (including siblings) get together? ___Once weekly 0
___Once every 2 weeks 1
___Once every month 2
5. What kind of support system did you have growing up? ___Loving, caring, nurturing 0
___Critical, caustic, cold 1
___Indifferent 2
___Did not care 2
6. Are your mother and father still living? ___Yes 0
___No 1






8. Who do you feel closer to? ___Mother 1
___Father 2
___Same 0
9. During your upbringing, did you feel love and
support from both parents? ___Yes 0
___No 1
Or was it a confusing time with mom and dad contradicting
each other in terms of their ideas on discipline, etc? ___Yes 1
___No 0
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10. Did you feel that they were displaying values,
telling you not to lie but then lying themselves? ___Yes 3
___No 0
11. Do you believe that your parents were hard or
harsh with you? ___Yes 2
___No 0
12. Did you receive physical discipline regularly? ___Yes 1
___No 0
Did you feel that this discipline was excessive? ___Yes 2
___No 0
13. Did your parents frequently curse you or call you hurtful names? ___Yes 3
___No 0
SPOUSE
1. Have you ever been married? ___Yes 0
___No 1






3. If you are divorced, what relationship




4. If you are separated, what is your




Do you have hopes of reconciliation? ___Yes 2
___No 0
5. If you are still married, how is your
relationship with your spouse? ___Good 0
___Fair 1
___Poor 2
6. Do you feel you can count on your spouse for
unconditional love or support? ___Yes 0
___No 3
Or do you feel that although you receive love,
there are certain conditions on the support you receive? ___Yes 2
___No 0
7. Have there been instances of physical abuse
between you and your spouse? ___Yes 3
___No 0
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If so, who instigates the abuse? ___Me 3
___Spouse 3
8. Are there instances of verbal abuse/name calling? ___Yes 3
___No 0
9. Do you feel that your spouse understands your needs,
hopes, concerns, fears? ___Yes 0
___No 1
10. Do you feel that your spouse has your best interest ___Yes 0
in the right perspective, or do you often feel like the least ___No 3
important thing on his/her mind?
CHILDREN
1. Number of children ___0 1
Ages____________________? ___1 1
___2 or more 0
2. Do you feel that you and your spouse
present a united front in terms of raising your children? ___Yes 0
___No 1
3. If there are differences in you and your spouse’s
child raising ideas, do you feel it affects your children? ___Yes 1
___No 0
4. How frequently do you spend time with your children? ___Daily 0
___3-5 times weekly 1
(36 hours per week)
___2-3 times per week 2
(24 hours per week)
___Less than 2 times a week 3
5. Would you describe the time spent with your children as: ___Loving/Enjoyable 0
___Tense/Confusing 1
___Indifferent 2
6. Are there times when you physically discipline your children? ___Yes 1
___No 0
Are you confident the discipline is within reasonable limits,
not over excessive? ___Yes 0
___No 1
7. Are there times when you feel you have verbally
disciplined your child excessively? ___Yes 1
___No 0
8. Do you ever feel overwhelmed by the day-to-day
rearing of your children? ___Yes 1
___No 0
9. If you have grown children who have left the home,
do you maintain a good relationship with them? ___Yes 0
___No 2
10. How often do you get together with your grown children? ___Daily 0
___3-5 times weekly 1
(36 hours per week)
___2-3 times per week 2
(24 hours per week)
___Less than 2 times a week 3
WORKING ENVIRONMENT
1. Are you currently employed? ___Yes 0
___No 2










1. Do you feel that you have close friends you can count on? ___Yes 0
___No 2
___Somewhat 1
2. Do you feel that your friendships are long lasting? ___Yes 0
___No 1
3. Do you have any friendships that you have maintained ___10 years or longer 0
___5-10 years 1
___1-5 years 2
4. Do you have friendships that have remained close since childhood? ___Yes 0
___No 1
5. How would you describe your relationships with your friends? ___Loving/Supportive 0
___Indifferent/Not supportive 2
___Poor/Argumentative 3
6. Do you find it easy to make friends? ___Yes 0
___No 2
SCORING: Add up the score for each of the questions by counting the number to the right of each
question you marked.  A higher score in each of the 6 spheres indicates the need for further evaluation and
monitoring of the individual.
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Civil Aviation Medical Association
Sustaining, Corporate, and Life Members
The financial resources of individual member dues alone cannot sustain the Association’s pursuit of its broad
goals and objectives. Its fifty-plus-year history is documented by innumerable contributions toward aviation
health and safety that have become a daily expectation by airline passengers worldwide.  Support from private
and commercial sources is essential for CAMA to provide one of its most important functions: that of education.
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Prof. Michael Bagshaw, MB BCh
Michael Boyer, MD
John R. Capurro, MD
George H. Coupe, DO
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Andrew J. Davis, MD
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Ernst J. Hollman, MD
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Story Musgrave, MD
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New Members
Kevin B. Fox, DO
10860 SW 88th Street
Miami, FL 33176
Senior AME, Pilot, Family Medicine
Daniel Gott, DO
9 Deer Hill Lane
Hampden, ME 04444




AME, Pilot, Internal Medicine
Timothy Norcross, DO
65-A Peninsula Center
Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274
AME, Pilot, Family Medicine
Milton A. Padgett, DO, Life Membership
165 Chestnut Drive, Suite D
Madison, AL 35758
AME, Internal Medicine
Faris Saif Almasabi, MBBS
2717 Diamond Cut Drive
Beavercreek App.3
Dayton, OH  45431




Bowling Green, KY 42101
Senior AME, Pilot, Neurology/Sleep Medicine
CAMA is very pleased to announce a number of new members to our organization since our last publication.
We welcome the following physicians CAMA, and we look forward to working with each of them.
2016-2017 CAMA Officers:
President
Clayton T. Cowl, MD, MS
President-Elect
Warren S. Silberman, DO MPH
Immediate Past President
Mark C. Eidson, MD
Secretary Treasurer
John S. Raniolo, DO
Executive Vice President
David P. Millett, MD, MPH
Vice President for Education
Robert Haddon, MD
Vice President for Communications
And Representation
Andrew H. Miller, MD
Vice President for Management




Richard S. Roth, MD
Sergio B. Seoane, MD
Harold N. Walgren, MD
Rodney Williams, MD
Term Expiring 2017:
Edmond F. Feeks, MD
Fred A. Furgang, MD
John D. Hastings, MD
Sean K. Roden, MD
Alex Wolbrink, MD
Term Expiring 2018:
Steven Altchuler, MD, PhD
Petra Illig, MD
Richard Ronan Murphy, MBChB
Gregory A. Pinnell, MD
Russell B. Rayman, MD
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RAYMAN’S CLINICAL AVIATION MEDICINE
5th Edition, 2013
NOW AVAILABLE FROM
THE CAMA HOME OFFICE!!
The 2013 fifth edition of “Rayman’s Clinical Aviation Medicine” is a 485 page re-
write of the classic text.  Seven physicians well experienced in aviation medicine
provide aeromedical disposition guidelines for civil and military aviation, making it
an indispensable reference for the aviation medical examiner or flight surgeon
practicing in an operational or regulatory role.  (The authors  receive no royal-
ties.)
The price for the book is $50.00, plus $7.00 postage in the U. S., $25.00 to Cana-
da, and shipping rate to other locations outside of the U. S. is variable, payable
by check, VISA, or MasterCard.  Call or email CAMA for your copy!  770-487-
0100 or civilavmed@aol.com
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